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BEYOND CLEAN.
ProBlend is a brand of cleaning solutions that
goes BEYOND CLEAN… for organizations that
buy it, sanitation professionals that use it, and
customers and guests that enjoy the many
benefits of cleaner, healthier environments.
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Serving hospitality, education, food service,
Building Service Contractors (BSCs) and
municipalities, ProBlend uniquely offers a
total commercial cleaning solutions program
for these industries. From high performance
cleaning and sanitation to reliable, cost-effective
systems and equipment, your authorized
ProBlend dealer or service provider can
recommend the perfect blend of professional
ProBlend products to meet the evolving needs
of your business today.

REV:073114
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Fresh. Sparkling. Clean.
From guest rooms to public restrooms and every room in
between, ProBlend housekeeping solutions go far Beyond
Clean... They brighten, sanitize, disinfect, deodorize, sparkle,
polish, protect and maintain rooms and fixtures from floor to
ceiling. For the health and safety of occupants and guests.
For the benefit of your organization.
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Bathroom Cleaners
ATTENDANT
14062
6/1 QT

14088

Non-corrosive ready to use cleaner for
all restroom surfaces including counters,
walls, floors, fixtures, basins, tubs, and
tile. Removes mold and mildew from
porcelain and chrome.

6/1 QT

ERASER
12690
6/1 QT

Powerful ready to use cleaner and
destainer removes challenging stains
including mildew, food stains, and
discoloration. Contains chlorine bleach.
Floral fragrance.

GREEN CARE
OXYGENATED CLEANER
14081
6/1 QT • 4/1 GAL
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Concentrated environmentally preferable
cleaner, fortified with natural citrus
cleaning power and hydrogen peroxide.
It attacks stubborn soils and stains on
virtually all surfaces not harmed by
water. Citrus fragrance.
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GREEN CARE OXYGEN
POWER RTU
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Environmentally preferable ready to
use formula cleans with the natural
power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide.
This multi-functional cleaner gets rid
of stubborn soils on most surfaces not
harmed by water. Citrus fragrance.

SPARKLE BATH
12820
12/1 QT • 4/1 GAL

Powerful ready to use formula quickly
removes mineral deposits, water stains
and soils from restroom surfaces.
Its viscous liquid gives it excellent
cling-ability on vertical surfaces.
Wintergreen fragrance.

All Purpose Cleaners
BIG JOB DEGREASER

POWER UP DEGREASER

18340

14720

2/1 GAL • 4/1 GAL

6/1 QT • 2/1 GAL • 4/1 GAL

Environmentally preferable, concentrated
heavy-duty degreaser. Removes and
emulsifies oil and grease as well
as solvent based cleaners. Big Job
Degreaser is solvent-free, non-butyl and
phosphate free.

Concentrated general purpose
degreaser has a moderate pH, quickly
emulsifies greasy soils and boosts the
cleaning action of other detergents.
Excellent for floors, walls, and general
cleaning.

CITRUS CLEAN

PRONTO GPC

15120

14920

2/1 GAL • 4/1 GAL

Concentrated all purpose cleaner/
degreaser contains d-limonene, a natural
citrus solvent. It provides exceptional
cleaning performance of both fat
and petroleum based soils. Removes
adhesive residue. Citrus fragrance.

CREAM CLEAN
PB00NYC01AC • 12/1 QT

Liquid crème cleanser removes unsightly
stains and polishes surfaces in one step.
Nonabrasive scouring agents safely
clean surfaces including porcelain,
chrome, plastic, fiberglass, stainless
steel, brass, copper, etc. Fresh floral
scent.

4/1 GAL

Concentrated butyl based all purpose
detergent and degreaser. Provides
excellent use cost with effective
performance for the removal of soils
and grease from hard surfaces.

REJUVINATE
PB00QUE01AB • 12/17 OZ

Aerosol spray. Beeswax and mink oil
based polish. Cleans all wood surfaces.
Restores color and gloss, eliminates small
scratches and blemishes and replaces
essential oils in natural or treated wood
surfaces. Lemon fragrance.

ENHANCE
LEMON Q CLEANER
16760
2/1 GAL • 4/1 GAL

Concentrated cleaner and odor
counteractant contains quaternary
ammonium infused with lemon
fragrance. Use on hard surfaces such
as floors, walls, in dumpsters, and other
areas where odors can be a problem.

PB00QUE01AA • 12/14.5 OZ

Aerosol spray. Oil based cleaner
brightens, polishes and protects stainless
steel by forming a shield that resists
watermarks and rust. Also great for
aluminum, chrome, Formica®, porcelain
and ceramic tile. Lemon fragrance.

METAL BRITE
22020

MULTI JOB CLEANER
10790
4/1 GAL

This technologically advanced
concentrated formula effectively
cleans oil, grease, grime, dirt, inks, and
other soils from tile, porcelain, marble,
concrete, enamel, metal and other
surfaces unaffected by water.

6/1 QT • 2/1 GAL

Ready to use mineral oil based stainless
steel cleaner and polish removes
grease, soils, water stains, fingerprints
and tarnish from surfaces. It leaves
a brilliant shine on polished metal
surfaces. Lemon fragrance.
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Restroom Care
CITRUS SPLASH

CLEAR VIEW CONCENTRATE

PB00VEC01AO • 12/2.6 OZ

23040

Odor neutralizer ideal for restrooms,
offices, nursing homes, hotels and
classrooms. Its complex and long lasting
citrus fragrance is a bright burst of citrus
fruits. VOC/California CARB compliant.

2/1 GAL • 4/1 GAL

LINEN WAVE
PB00VEC01AP • 12/2.6 OZ

Odor neutralizer ideal for restrooms,
offices, nursing homes, hotels and
classrooms. Its complex and long lasting
linen fragrance is a gentle breeze of clean
linen. VOC/California CARB compliant.

AIR CARE DISPENSER
PB00VEC01AQ • EACH

Odor neutralizer dispenser for
restrooms, offices, nursing homes,
hotels and classrooms. VOC/California
CARB compliant.

URINAL SCREEN
PB00VEC01AN • 12/CASE
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Keeps drains and urinals free flowing
and combats odor between cleaning
visits. Its design texture prevents splash
back and anti-slip feature keeps it in
place. Urinals smell fresh for up to 30
days. Citrus Mango fragrance.
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Glass Cleaners
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Highly concentrated glass and hard
surface cleaner creates a spotless,
streak-free shine. In diluted form it can
be used for cleaning glass, stainless steel,
plastic, vinyl, and tile.

CLEAR VIEW RTU
23140
6/1 QT

Ready to use glass and hard surface
cleaner can be used for cleaning glass,
stainless steel, plastic, vinyl, and tile. Use
for a spotless streak-free shine on most
hard surfaces.

RACHAEL TOLLIVER RTU
FRAGRANCE COLLECTION

Eliminates odors at the source including
smoke, mildew, pet odors and urine.

6/1 QT

Let nature in and brighten
your day with the cool and
refreshing aroma of lush
green meadows after an
early morning rain shower.

6/1 QT

Escape to an enchanted
garden where exotic night
blossoms and shimmering
woods are bathed in
luminous starlight.

6/1 QT

Get your senses dancing
with the tropic beat of
turquoise waters, coconut
palms and sun-sweet mango,
pineapple and passion fruit.
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Productivity at its Best…
Precise Measuring Plus Powerful Cleaning!

Safe Link Closed Loop Chemical
Management System for easy use
of chemicals and change-out

ProBlend’s GALAXY Dispensing System makes
filling bottles, buckets and equipment easier, safer,
and more accurate. It is the cleaning industry’s
comprehensive housekeeping system, designed for
hospitality, building service contractors, schools,
government facilities and other business who need
safe and flexible dilution and dispensing of product.
GALAXY has a sleek design and modern
appearance in any housekeeping environment,
plus multiple features to enhance productivity and
dispensing flexibility. It offers the convenience of
one-handed bottle filling and point-of-use remote
bucket fill activation, with ultimate flexibility from 1 to
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8 products, or multiple dilutions for a single product.
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Features & Benefits:
• Consistent measuring for excellent cleaning
results and use cost

• Fully color coded equipment with icons for training
in all languages

• A range of housekeeping products for every
facility area

• Remote fill option for easy filling of buckets and
scrubbers when location flexibility is required

• Formulas designed for the environment and
green care programs

• Simple one-hand bottle fill offers more flexibility
when filling spray bottles

• Super concentrated formulations for efficiency
and sustainability

• 1 gallon-per-minute flow control disc improves
dispensing accuracy with ultra lean dilutions

ProBlendCommercial.com

GALAXY Dispensing System
GALAXY-10 		
MEADOW RAIN

GALAXY-13			
CITRUS BREEZE

27215

27200

2/1 GAL

2/1 GAL

ODOR COUNTERACTANT.
Eliminates odors at the source
including smoke, mildew, pet odors
and urine. Let nature in and brighten
your day with the cool and refreshing
aroma of lush green meadows after
an early morning rain shower.

AIR FRESHENER. Neutralizes odors
while providing a pleasing and long
lasting scent in areas prone to odors.
Bring a burst of Spring inside with the
bright scent of sun-dried linen, sunny
citrus and meadow wildflowers.

GALAXY-11
MODERN BLOOM

GALAXY-14 		
LAVENDER FRESH
27205

27220

2/1 GAL

2/1 GAL

AIR FRESHENER. Neutralizes odors
while providing a pleasing and long
lasting scent in areas prone to odors.
Let your cares drift away with the
relaxing scent of lavender, rose and
orange blossom warmed with vanilla
and tranquil woods.

ODOR COUNTERACTANT.
Eliminates odors at the source
including smoke, mildew, pet odors
and urine. Escape to an enchanted
garden where exotic night blossoms
and shimmering woods are bathed in
luminous starlight.

GALAXY-12
MANGO TANGO

GALAXY-15		
POLYNESIAN TIARE
13685

27225

2/1 GAL

2/1 GAL

AIR FRESHENER. Neutralizes odors
while providing a pleasing and long
lasting scent in areas prone to odors.
Enjoy the cool ocean breezes swirling
with sweet flower petals engulfed with
teak wood.

ODOR COUNTERACTANT.
Eliminates odors at the source
including smoke, mildew, pet odors
and urine. Get your senses dancing
with the tropic beat of turquoise
waters, coconut palms and sun-sweet
mango, pineapple and passion fruit.
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GALAXY Dispensing System Cont.
GALAXY-20			
BATH FORCE

GALAXY-25			
CITRUS TUB & TILE

14063

27210

2/1 GAL

2/1 GAL

BATHROOM. Non-corrosive cleaner for
all restroom surfaces including counters,
walls, floors, fixtures, basins, tubs, and
tile. Removes mold and mildew from
porcelain and chrome.

BATHROOM. Concentrated noncorrosive, non-fuming acid cleaner
removes hard water scale, alkaline
detergent build-up, dirt and rust. Renews
original brightness on stainless steel and
chrome surfaces. Lemon fragrance.
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GALAXY-21			
ALKALINE DISINFECTANT
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GALAXY-30			
ECO CLEAR

2/1 GAL

14076

BATHROOM. Non-acid bathroom
cleaner. Cleans, disinfects and
deodorizes in a single step.
Concentrated formulation for use in
hotels, nursing homes and assisted
living facitlites. EPA registered.

2/1 GAL

(was CLEAR VIEW)

GLASS. Streak free cleaning of
windows, mirrors, metal, chrome, plastic,
fiberglass, plexiglass and other hard
surfaces. Cleans tough soils, oily film,
fingerprints, smears and smudges. VOC
free. DfE Certified.

GALAXY-22 GREEN		
CARE OXYGEN POWER

GALAXY-31 CLEAR VISION

14081

23040

2/1 GAL

2/1 GAL

BATHROOM. Concentrated
environmentally preferable cleaner,
fortified with natural citrus cleaning
power and hydrogen peroxide. It
attacks stubborn soils and stains on
virtually all surfaces not harmed by
water. Citrus fragrance.

GLASS. Highly concentrated glass and
hard surface cleaner creates a spotless,
streak-free shine. In diluted form it can
be used for cleaning glass, stainless
steel, plastic, vinyl, and tile.

GALAXY-23 SCRUB FOAM
11450
2/1 GAL

BATHROOM. Concentrated highfoaming, non-fuming acid detergent
designed to remove hard water scale,
alkaline detergent build-up, dirt and rust.
Renews original brightness on stainless
steel and galvanized surfaces.
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GALAXY-40 EASY MOP
18570

GALAXY-52			
SURFACE CLEAN

2/1 GAL

14068

FLOOR. Easy Mop floor cleaner is
solvent free and won’t dull high gloss
floor finishes. Environmentally friendly
and phosphate free, it easily removes
dirt, oil and grease, leaving a pleasing
citrus fragrance.

2/1 GAL

ALL PURPOSE. Outstanding nonsolvent cleaner degreaser formulated
especially for hard surfaces. It easily
removes soils by spray and wipe, mop
and bucket or automatic floor machine.
DfE Certified.

GALAXY-41 ENVIRO MOP
BIO23
2/1 GAL

FLOOR. Everyday use floor cleaner and
drain maintainer. Delivers superior floor
cleaning, odor control, drain and trap
maintenance, environmental benefits and
flexibility. Effectively removes the food
sources of fruit flies. Fresh fragrance.

GALAXY-50		
GREEN WAVE
14058
2/1 GAL

ALL PURPOSE. No rinse all purpose
cleaner leaves surfaces sparkling clean.
Safely lifts soils from floors, walls and
most surfaces not harmed by water.
Highly concentrated, non-corrosive,
non-hazardous and non-flammable.
DfE Certified.

GALAXY-53			
LAVENDER PLUS
16600
2/1 GAL

ALL PURPOSE. Unique multi-purpose
concentrated cleaner and degreaser,
formulated for removing soil, grease and
grime from any washable surface. Bold
lavender fragrance.

GALAXY-54		
NEUTRAL DISINFECTANT
2/1 GAL

ALL PURPOSE. Disinfectant, cleaner
and deodorizer with neutral pH formula.
Concentrated formulation for use in
hotels, nursing homes and assisted living
facitlites. EPA registered.

GALAXY-51 WAVE PLUS
RD102
2/1 GAL

ALL PURPOSE. All purpose cleaner
removes stains and soils from hard
surfaces including furniture, countertops
and non-skid tub surfaces. Bold citrus
fragrance.
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BEYOND CLEAN.

Proud Member of the ProBlend Family of Products

